In recent speech recognition technology, the score of a hypothesis is often defined on the basis of HMM likelihood. As is well known, however, direct use of the likelihood as a scoring function causes difficult problems especially when the length of a speech segment varies depending on the hypothesis as in word-spotting, and some kind of normalization is indispensable. In this paper, a new method of likelihood normalization using an ergodic HMM is presented, and its performance is compared with those of conventional ones. The comparison is made from three points of view: recognition rate, word-end detection power, and the mean hypothesis length. It is concluded that the proposed method gives the best overall performance.
INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of correctness of a hypothesis, which is called scoring, is a crucial issue in speech recognition. In many situations such as picking up the most likely word hypothesis, detecting out-of-vocabulary words, and rejecting misrecognitions, the performance depends heavily upon the way the score is defined. In recent speech technology, the score of a hypothesis is often defined on the basis of HMM likelihood. However, as many people are now aware, direct use of the likelihood as a scoring function causes difficult problems especially when the length of a speech segment varies depending on the hypothesis as in word-spotting.
According to statistical decision theory, given an observation 0, we should find a hypothesis W that maximizes the a posteriori probability P(W I 0)[1]. By Bayes' theorem, P ( W I 0) = (P(0 I W)/P(O))P(W). Thus, when the observation 0 is fixed as in isolated word recognition, maximization of P(0 I W) is equivalent to maximization of P(W I 0): a constant P(0) can be neglected. In continuous speech recognition, however, we are often faced with the problem of comparing two hypotheses such as " 0 1 is the speech segment corresponding to a hypothesis Wl'' and " 0 2 is the speech segment corresoponding to another hypothesis Wz". In such a case, there is a possibility of obtaining a better scoring method by taking P(0) into account.
The aim of this paper is to show that the likelihood normalized by P(0), or equivalently the mutual information (21 I ( 0 ; W ) = logP(0 I W ) -logP(0) has in fact more desirable properties as a scoring function than log P ( 0 I w ) through various experiments [3] . Calculation of I ( 0 ; W) requires the value of logP(0). For that purpose an ergodic HMM is exploited: the log-likelihood of a hypothesis is normalized by subtracting the log-probability of the speech segment estimated with an ergodic HMM.
There is another well known normalization method which is somewhat similar to the present one, though the original idea is different [4], [5] ,[6]. In the method, the likelihood of a hypothesis is normalized by a speech probability calculated with an all-phone model or an all-syllable model. It is reported that this method is effective in detecting misrecognitions and out-of-vocabulary words. Comparison of this normalization method with the proposed one is also carried out.
HYPOTHESIS GENERATION AND SCORING

Baseline Method
In order to compare various normalization methods on continuous speech, some kind of hypothesis generation technique is necessary. To that end, an HMM version of a connected word recognition algonthm [7] 
All-Phone Method
Let V = {VI,. . . , VN} be the set of phones. The connected word recognition algorithm can also be used for connected phone recognition just by replacing the set of words with the set of phones: for each frame t, each phone Vn, and each state j of Vn, the algorithm gives the accumulated log-likelihood La(2, Vn,j). By combining L(t, Wm, i) and La(& V,, j ) , another score can be defined for Wm terminating at frame t: 
Ergodic Method
For each frame t and each state j of the ergodic HMM, the accumulated log-probability Le(t, j ) is calculated by Viterbi search. By combining the accumulated log-likelihood L(t, Wm, i) and L e ( t , j ) , yet another score for Wm terminating at frame t is defined:
where the first term on the right-hand side is identical with &(t, Wm). It is expected that the second term {m=Le(t,j) -m y L ( t ' , j ) } is a close approximation to log P(O,j+1---Ot). This scoring method is called the ergodic method.
DATABASE AND HMM
ATR English speech database EM01 was used for the ex- Each phone HMM is of left-to-right type with 4 states. Each state, except for the last one, has 4 Gaussian mixture components with diagonal covariance matrices. The ergodic HMM is also of Gaussian mixture density type with diagonal covariance matrix. The number of states and the number of mixture components of the ergodic HMM were decided to be 3 and 4, respectively, by a preliminary experiment. For training the ergodic HMM, 10 sentences were picked up from the 180 training sentences, and fed to the Baum-Welch algorithm as multiple data.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Recognition Rate
At each frame of a sentence, a set of word hypotheses are generated terminating at the frame, and their scores are calculated by each of the above methods. There are 223 true word-endings in the 20 test sentences, which are designated in the label. ' If a scoring method is reasonable, a correct hypothesis should get a high score at the true word-endings. In order to see which of the three scoring methods is most reasonable from this point of view, we counted the number of true word-endings at which the top hypothesis was the correct one. The ratio of this number to the total number of true word-endings is referred to as recognition rate. We also counted the numbers of true word-endings where the correct word was contained within the top 5 hypotheses, and within the top 10 hypotheses, respectively. The results for the three methods are shown in Table 1 . Although the top rank performance of the all-phone method was worse than that of the baseline method, its 5th rank and loth rank performances were better than those of the baseline method. The ergodic method attained a significant performance gain over the baseline method and the all-phone method. Table 1 . Recognition rates (%).
Behavior of Maximum Scores
Let us consider a function of t defined as These functions should have a local peak at a true wordending because there must be a correct hypothesis terminating there. Fig.1 (i) , (ii), and (fi) are graphs of Fb(t), Fa(t), and J'e(t), respectively for a sentence: "She flicks through a magazine when she gets a chance.n coincides with a local peak or not. In contrast to these cases, F,(t) shows a local peak at most of the true word-endings.
The respective behaviors of these functions are similar on other sentences as well. This is another evidence that the ergodic method is superior to the other two. Table 2 shows the mean length of word hypotheses which had chances t o be the top in the example sentence. The length was measured by the number of phones. The table also shows the mean length of the words which actually appear in the sentence. From this table it is concluded that long word hypotheses get abnormally high scores in the baseline method, whereas short word hypotheses are given excessive scores in the all-phone method. In the ergodic methods, the mean length of hypothesized words is close to that of true words. This suggests that the ergodic method gives reasonable scores to word hypotheses regardless of their lengths. Table 2 . The mean length of hypotheses and true words in the example sentence. The vertical broken lines indicate the positions of true word-endings. As can be seen in these graphs, Fb(t) keeps on growing even after t passes through a true word-ending, and no peak can be observed at a true word-ending. Fa(t) varies wildly, and it is difficult t o tell if a true word-ending In the above experiments, the starting frame of a hypothesis was decided by the connencted word recognition algorithm automatically. Another experiment was conducted in which the scores were calculated by Veterbi search as functions of specified starting and ending frames without using the connected word recognition algorithm. Fig2(i)-(iii) show scores of a hypothesized word flicks on the example sentence for various starting and ending frames. The true starting and ending frames for the word flicks are 31 and 82, respectively. Fig.2(i) shows the result for the unnormalized case. The score changes h o s t linearly with respect to the length of a hypothesis regardless of its position; it is very insensitive to a shift of the hypothesis against the speech, and therefore has little power to detect the true starting and ending frames. Fig.2 (ii) is the result for the case in which the log-likelihood was normalized by using the all-phone model. It has a wide plateau near the true starting and ending co-ordinate (31, 82). Fig.a(iii) illustrates the log-likelihood normalized by using the ergodic HMM. It has a local peak at (29,81), which is very close to the true starting and ending co-ordinate.
The role of the log-probability estimated with an ergodic HMM can be explained in the following way. The loglikelihood of a hypothesis contains a component that grows almost linearly at a certain rate as the number of frames increases regardless of whether the hypothesized word fits the speech segment or not. When it fits, the log-likelihood grows faster than the average rate, and otherwise it grows less fast. The linearly growing component can be estimated by using an ergodic HMM. By subtracting the component from the log-likelihood, a reasonable measure of goodness of fit between a hypothesized word and a speech segment can be obtained.
CONCLUSION
Three scoring methods have been compared from various points view. Overall, the ergodic method shows the best performance. In the baseline method, long word hypotheses get unduly high scores, whereas in the all-phone method short ones are favored too much. In the ergodic method, long word hypotheses as well as short ones seem to be given reasonable scores.
In the all-phone method and the ergodic method, the scores are considered to be approximations t o the mutual information. The results here lead to a conclusion that the mutual information is a better scoring function than the loglikelihood, and that the log-probability of speech estimated with an ergodic HMM gives a better approximation t o the mutual information than that estimated with an all-phone model. A wide range of potential applications of the ergodic method are conceivable: word-spotting, rejection of out-ofvocabulary words, rejection of misrecognitions, enhancement of robustness in speech recognition, and etc. where the score plays the decisive role. Extension of the ergodic method to speaker independent case is another important future work.
(i) Baseline method.
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